
Sources of Monopoly Power: Branding

Today two articles:

Bart J. Bronnenberg, Sanjay K. Dhar, and Jean-Pierre H. Dubé
“Brand History, Geography, and the Persistence of Brand Shares”
Journal of Political Economy, Vol. 117, No. 1 (February 2009), pp.
87-115.

Sutton, John (1990) “The Evolution of Advertising Intensive
Industries” Chapter 8.
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Bronnenberg, Dhar, Dube
Overview

This paper looks at the evolution of brand preferences for CPG’s
(Consumer Packaged Goods — stuff in the super market that is shelf
stable and has a SKU code).
There is an interesting story here:

Who eats miracle whip versus Hellman’s Mayonaise?

Who drinks Folgers versus Maxwell House.
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Map of Market Shares
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Fig. 2.—The joint geographic distribution of share levels and early entry across U.S.
markets in ground coffee. The areas of the circles are proportional to share levels. Shaded
circles indicate that a brand locally moved first.

coffee industry by plotting the shares of the two top national brands,
Folgers and Maxwell House, on a map of the United States. Each circle
pertains to one of the 50 markets in our data, and the circle’s area is
proportional to the size of the brand’s cross-time market share in that
market. Folgers’ market share ranges from 0.16 in New York City to 0.59
in Des Moines. Maxwell House’s market share ranges from 0.04 in Se-
attle to 0.46 in Pittsburgh. More interesting is the variation in the relative
shares of these two brands across U.S. cities. Maxwell House shares are
largest in the Northeast, precisely where Folgers shares are smallest. In
general, Folgers clearly dominates the ground coffee industry in the
West and North Central markets. But Maxwell House dominates the
East Coast.

III. The Persistence of CPG Brand Shares

In this section, we tie the geographic patterns in market shares to a
persistent effect of historic brand entry. We begin with an anecdotal
discussion of some of these industries to motivate the potential persis-
tence of historic entry timing.

As seen in table 3, many of the current leading brands originated
during the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Typically, the
current leading brands in an industry originated in different parts of
the United States. For instance, in ground coffee, Folgers launched in
San Francisco in 1872,15 whereas Maxwell House launched in Nashville
in 1892. Similarly, Heinz ketchup originated in Pittsburgh in 1876,
whereas Hunts ketchup originated in Santa Rosa Valley in 1890, just

15 Taken from the Folgers Web site (http://www.folgers.com/pressroom/history.shtml).
Pendergrast (1999, 56ff.) lists an earlier date, which for the purpose of our analysis is
equivalent.
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Seem to decay with distance102 journal of political economy

Fig. 3.—Effect of distance from city of origin on market share (net of brand-specific
fixed effects). Whiskers indicate 95 percent confidence intervals.

interval ranges from 42 (2,500–2,750 miles) to 490 (750–1,000 miles).
To test for an effect of distance from city of origin on brand shares, we
run the following regression:

11
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where is the market share of brand i in industry c and marketShareicm

m and is a brand fixed effect.ai

We report the distance results from (1) graphically in figure 3. We
graph the distance effects, , against their respective distance intervals.dk

Recall that d11, which corresponds to the effect at distances between
2,500 and 2,750 miles, is normalized to zero. We can see that, net of
the brand-specific effects , a brand’s market share falls as we move toai

markets that are increasingly distant from its city of origin. In particular,
we see an approximately 20 share point difference between the market
share in the city of origin versus in a market more than 2,500 miles
away. In the graph, we also report 95 percent confidence bands to
indicate that these effects are statistically significant. Given that the
overall average market share for these 49 brands is roughly 22 percent,
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These differences are super persistent

98 journal of political economy

Fig. 1.—Brand shares in the mayonnaise industry with retailers and in markets (time
is measured in 4-week intervals).

industry.14 The variation in each of the brands’ shares between the two
markets is considerably larger than the variation over time within each
market.

We also observe variation across markets in the identity of an industry’s
brand share leader. Within an industry, a local leader dominates a max-
imum of 64 percent of the markets, on average. In only three of the
31 industries do we observe a single consistent share leader across all
markets: cereals, cream cheese, and frozen toppings. In some of the
more fragmented industries, we see even more variation in brand lead-
ership if we expand our focus to all top two brands in each geographic
market. Across industries, we see an average of eight different brands
that are a local share leader in at least one market, with a range of one
to 20 (i.e., the dinner sausage industry has 20 different brands that are
a local leader in at least one market). Therefore, the identity of the
leading brand in an industry varies from market to market. This variation
creates a striking degree of asymmetry in brand shares across markets.

Figure 2 illustrates the cross-market asymmetry in brand shares in the

14 Unilever mayonnaise is sold under the brand name Best Foods west of the Mississippi
and Hellmann’s east of the Mississippi.
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These differences persist across generations

Take a look at “The Evolution of Brand Preferences: Evidence from
Consumer Migration”, with Bart Bronnenberg and Matt Gentzkow,
and Jean-Pierre Dube, American Economic Review, 102(6), October
2012.

Here they find that brand preferences persist across generations:
where your parents grew up affects what brand you purchase.

Data: Nielsen Homescan, combined with a special survey question on
parents and where you grew up.
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What to make of this evidence

There is a strong first mover advantage: the first brand to be popular
matters at lot.

Here the channel is that consumers develop tastes for products, and
these tastes are hard to change after the market gets started. Over
100 years of persistent effects.

What is amazing is that consumers often seem unable to distinguish
these products in blind taste tests.

Note that this excludes markets with network lock in effects, such as
Iphones and Imessages.

Very stable market share of large companies; there seems to be
limited competition in these markets (unlike say, yogurt).

Most of the value of these companies is in “intangibles” — primarily
goodwill and branding, in their accounting statements.
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Sutton: Advertising Intensive Industries

Frozen Food starts in the United States in the 1920s with home
freezers. (Birdeye is one of the large firms here).

Large investments to get product into retail stores (markets), mainly
refrigerated cases.

From the 1960’s onwards heavy advertising — TV diners: ratio of
advertising to sales for big firms 5.2 %, lower for small firms.

Big differences after advertising comes in between retail and
non-retail sectors.
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